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Fiscal 2022, the final year of the 2nd Medium-Term Management Plan, has begun.
The price of raw materials and energy imports continues to rise sharply
worldwide due to the lingering COVID-19 pandemic, changes in business
structure associated with the declaration of carbon neutrality and, more recently,
military conflicts between other countries. This is beginning to have a significant
impact on the lives of Japanese people.
Despite these long-term and unanticipated changes in the business
environment, being responsible for the lifelines of gas and oil, which are the
core businesses of the Group, the foundation of our business continuity remains
keeping our customers safe and secure. In other words, ensuring safety and
security is our most important responsibility.
We hereby declare the Sinanen Holdings Group Fiscal 2022 Commitment to
Security to achieve this important role.

❖ We will predict latent accidents and disasters and implement

countermeasures accordingly while performing accurate inspections, reliably
communicating information, and working to strictly enforce work procedures to
prevent all accidents.
❖ The 10th of every month will be SHDG Security Day, and we will conduct

various drills, check and sort through security logs, work to acquire securityrelated knowledge, and promote improvement of independent security
measures on that day.
❖ We will develop smart security measures utilizing digital technology, improve

the efficiency, safety and accuracy of our operations, further enhance security
and strengthen our security management system.
❖ We will continue to adhere to the fundamental principles of ensuring security

through legal compliance, prioritizing safety above all else, and acknowledging
that if we cannot ensure security, we are not qualified to handle energy.
This commitment will be shared across the Group to make sure that we
eliminate gas accidents, oil accidents, and compliance violations.

